[Parkinson's syndromes in geriatric patients : Epidemiological, clinical and therapeutic characteristics].
Due to their high prevalence, Parkinson's syndromes are exemplary geriatric syndromes. In addition to idiopathic Parkinson's disease, drug-induced and vascular Parkinson's syndromes are especially relevant in older age. A comprehensive anamnesis, thorough clinical neurological examination and rational additional diagnostics ensure the correct differential diagnostic classification. The multidimensional geriatric assessment is used to quantify the syndrome-specific ability impairments. The primary therapeutic objective in old age is the preservation of everyday competences. Drug treatment is centered around L‑dopa because of its favorable effect-side effect ratio. In cases of motor fluctuations, entacapone, opicapone or safinamide can be added, whereas dopamine agonists are generally unsuitable. Rivastigmine is indicated in mild to moderate Parkinson's dementia and furthermore can possibly improve gait stability. Speech therapy, as well as physical and occupational therapy, including the Parkinson's disease-specific Lee Silverman voice treatment are indispensable components of the multiprofessional treatment concept.